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Introduction
Flight control system, which is a complicated multi-input and multi-output nonlinear system, is an essential part of the simulation training system design of Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV), which also directly determines the whole system's performance (Jin and Gu, 2009; Duan and Li, 2012) . For the strong coupling of the inputs, the selection of the controller parameters is a tough problem in the design process of the flight control system (Duan et al., 2010) . Presently, cut and try method is commonly used to identify all the control loop parameters of flight control system. But this design method is low efficient and depends on the experience of the designers, as the flight control system will be more complex with the improvement of the aircraft performances, and these are becoming the bottleneck of the flight control system design Benini and Chiereghin, 2013) .
Recently, many researchers focus on the method of finding optimal controller parameters for the system by computer, which has strong ability of logic and fast operation. Identifying controller parameters based on bio-inspired computing methods is one of the hottest topics. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is utilized to optimize the selection of the fixed control parameters of the flight control systems . Juang et al. (2008) design an intelligent aircraft automatic landing controller that uses recurrent neural networks with genetic algorithms to improve the performance of conventional automatic landing system. To reduce the design effort of nonlinear flight control laws, Rydlo et al. (2013) introduced an assisting flight control system on board of a light sport aircraft through an innovative approach which utilizes classical control theory along with flight envelope protection algorithms. Qi et al. (2009) apply a multivariable ProportionalIntegral-Derivative (PID) neural network to design the flight control system of small-scale unmanned helicopter on the hardware platform. Sun et al. (2007) present a design method of a large envelope wavelet neural network gain scheduling flight control law based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Duan et al. (2013a Duan et al. ( , 2013b ) presented a novel network control method based on trophallaxis mechanism for the formation flight problem of multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). However, the above methods have deficiencies of slow convergence and complex computing procedure. Some researchers try to use other intelligent algorithms to solve this problem. Duan et al. (2013a Duan et al. ( , 2013b apply an improved PSO algorithm to identify PID parameters for UCAV flight control system. Sun and Duan (2013) proposed a new kind of Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm for pendulum-like oscillation control of an Unmanned Rotorcraft (UR) and improved the stabilizing performance of the UR's stare and hover. Li et al. (2012) proposed an improved Gravitational Search Algorithm to solve the UAV path planning problem considering the UAV flight constraints.
BBO algorithm is a new evolutionary optimization algorithm based on the science of biogeography for global optimization (Simon, 2008) . BBO works based on two mechanisms: migration and mutation. BBO has some features in common with other population-based optimization algorithms like PSO and GA, such as the ability to share information between candidate solutions. However, BBO has certain features which overcome several demerits of the conventional methods. One of the characteristics of BBO is that it maintains solutions from one iteration to the next and improved the solutions by migration (Simon et al., 2011) . Furthermore, we introduced the predator-prey theory to improve the robustness of basic BBO algorithm considering its outstanding performance in jumping out of local best solution, and the comparative experimental results verified that our proposed method manifest better performance than the original BBO algorithm.
While using BBO to optimize flight control systems, we focus on the time domain responses by different PID parameters of the UCAV flight control system, in a form suitable for search and optimization by means of the proposed BBO algorithm. We use BBO algorithm to evaluate the fitness function which is determined by the dynamics response of different parameters of the flight control system. There are two problems need to be solved. First, the UCAV model selected is very important. Second, it is very crucial for BBO algorithm to choose the fitness function because there is no obvious mapping relationship between the UCAV controller and the property index. Therefore, how to evaluate each habitat's quality turns out to be a key issue which must to be resolved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces mathematic model of UCAV. Then, we describe how to design the flight control system in Matlab environment. PPBBO algorithm is presented followed by a description of the proposed method that is applied to UCAV flight control system design. The comparative results and platform are then given, followed by our concluding remarks.
Mathematical model of UCAV
The 6-DOF nonlinear model of UCAV is illustrated in this section, which is the prerequisite for simplifying and linearizing the mathematical model (Lombaerts, 2012; Luo et al., 2011; Zhang and Duan, 2013) . Figure 1 gives some information about the coordinate system of the aircraft.
UCAV nonlinear equations of 6-DOF can be deduced by the aerodynamic and kinematical equations as follows:
(1)
where m is the mass of UCAV; ␣ is angle of attack; ␤ is sideslip angle; is pitch angle; ␥ is roll angle. P is engine thrust; X, Y, Z are the projections of aerodynamic force in body axis. x , y , z denote the coordinate components of angular rates. These three equations already contain three forces in the body axis which are generated by the thrust vector:
where I x , I y , I z and M x , M y , M z denote the coordinate components of inertia moment and resultant moment, respectively.
In the body axis, we have:
where is the drift angle. Aerodynamic equations can be described as:
where ␦ x , ␦ y , ␦ z are the coordinate components of deflection angles of the controlling surface. Aerodynamic moments can be given by:
When the height and mach are fixed, aerodynamic coefficients Suppose the mathematical model of UCAV can be simplified into nonlinear equations of 5-DOF when the thrust and the resistance of the UCAV are the same. Without consideration of the thrust vector, we have V ϭ 0, P ϭ Q, P x ϭ P · G, P y ϭ P z ϭ 0. The equations of the UCAV speed level off (Duan et al., 2011; Zhang, 2004) . At the same time, it is assumed that I xy · I x I y Ϫ I xy
The UCAV nonlinear equations of 5-DOF are as follows:
In most cases, UCAV maintains steady, straight-level flight, equations (14)- (18) can be modeled as linear time invariant state-space perturbation models, with the nominal trajectory being steady-level trimmed flight. The linear model of UCAV is as follows:
We have the state equations:
where the state variablex ϭ ͑␣, z , ␤, x , y ͒ T and the control surfaceu ϭ ͑␦ z , ␦ x , ␦ y ͒ T , and A, B, C can be denoted by: 
UCAV flight control system design in Matlab environment
Based on the UCAV control augmentation system, the aircraft linear equations are generally obtained by a series of equilibrium points. The flight envelope of this UCAV must satisfy 0 Յ H Յ 18km and0.6 Յ M Յ 2.2. Figure 2 shows the general block diagram of our simulation system. As shown in Figure 2 , the UCAV system comprises four subsystems: control law, actuator, mathematical model and simulation result display.
Matrix K for the function of control law can be obtained from Matlab main program. Actuator module is responsible for control adjusting, which can also limit the amplitudes of control surface deflection angle. The actuator module can be shown with Figure 3 .
The actuator module requires that deflection angle of the elevator must be less than that of aileron and rudder. To prevent the deflection angles of the control surface from deflecting too fast, the angle authority of the elevator is set at Ϫ 18°to12°, aileron and rudder at Ϫ 25°to 25°, and the angle rate authority of elevator and aileron at 50°/s, and rudder is at 80°/s. UCAV model module is displayed in Figure 4 .
where matrix A and B are both obtained from the workspace of Matlab. Figure 5 shows the simulation result display module.
The control law u ϭ Ϫ Kx is used. K denotes the state feedback gain, and it can be illustrated with the following matrix:
Predatory-prey BBO
BBO is a novel population-based optimization technique for solving global optimization problems. In the science of biogeography, a habitat is any island (area) that is geographically isolated from other habitats. Each habitat is considered as an individual and has its measure of goodness for living which is known as the Habitat Suitability Index (HSI). Habitats that are well suited as residences for biological species are said to have a high HSI, while habitats that are not good, have a low HSI. Each of these features that characterize habitability is known as Suitability Index Variables (SIVs). The dynamics of the movement of the species among different habitats is mainly governed by two parameters called immigration rate ( ) and emigration rate () and these two parameters depends upon the number of species in the habitats. From immigration graph of Figure 6 , the equation for immigration rate k and emigration rate k for k number of species can be written as:
where E and I are the maximum emigration rate and maximum immigration rate, respectively, and n ϭ S max is the maximum number of species in a habitat. When E ϭ I, combining (24) and (25), we can obtain: Mathematically, the concept of emigration and immigration can be represented by a probabilistic model. Now consider the probability P s that the habitat contains exactly S species. P s changes from time t to time ͑t ϩ ⌬t͒ as follows:
where s and s are the immigration and emigration rates when there are S species in the habitat. This equation holds because to have S species at time ͑t ϩ ⌬t͒, one of the following conditions must hold:
• there were S species at time t, and no immigration or emigration occurred between t and ͑t ϩ ⌬t͒;
• there were ͑S Ϫ 1͒ species at time t, and one species immigrated; and
• there were ͑S ϩ 1͒ species at time t, and one species emigrated.
If the increased time ⌬t is small enough, and the probability of more than one immigration or emigration can be ignored, then taking the limit of formula (27) as ⌬t ¡ 0 gives the following equation:
BBO concept is mainly based on the two operations: the migration operation and the mutation operation.
Migration
In the basic BBO algorithm, each of the candidate solutions for a problem is considered as a habitat and is associated with a fitness value called the HSI of a habitat. Low-HSI habitat represents an inferior solution and high-HSI habitat represents a good solution. The emigration and immigration rates of each solution are used to share features between habitats (The shared features do not disappear from the high-HSI solutions). Therefore, the migration operation, which is about emigration and immigration, is used to improve the solutions. For a D-dimensional optimization problem, a habitat is a 1 ϫ D array. The population consists of NP ϭ n parameters vector X i , i ϭ 1, 2, . . ., n . One option for implementing the migration operator is shown in Figure 7 . A procedure of elitism is introduced to preserve some of the best habitats in the previous generation. These habitats are kept from the migration operation by setting their immigration rate to zero. This procedure, known as elitism operation, helps us to prevent best solutions from being corrupted due to the process of immigration.
Mutation
It is well known that due to some natural calamities or other events, HIS of a natural habitat might change suddenly from its equilibrium value. In BBO, this event is represented by the mutation of SIV. The species count probabilities are used to determine mutation rates. The probabilities of each species count are determined by the differential equation in (28).
Mutation rate of each set of solution can be calculated in terms of species count probability using the following equation:
where m͑s͒ is the mutation rate for habitat which contains S species, m max is the maximum mutation rate and P max is the maximum probability. The algorithm for mutation process of BBO is shown in Figure 7 .
This mutation scheme makes both high and low HIS solutions likely to mutate, which gives them a chance for improving. The procedure of mutation tends to increase diversity among the population (Figure 8) .
Due to the flexibility and robustness in solving optimization problems, BBO algorithm has already aroused intense interest. However, there still exist some flaws on this algorithm, such as the tendency to converge to local best solutions and the large number of iterations to reach the global optimal solution. To overcome these flaws of the original BBO algorithm, we propose a PPBBO integrated with the predator-prey concept in our work. After the mutation of each generation, conduct the predator-prey behavior to choose better solutions into next generation. In this way, our proposed algorithm takes the advantage of the predator-prey theory to make the individuals of sub-generations distributed ergodically in the predefined space and to increase the diversity of the population, as well as to increase the speed of finding the optimal solution.
In our algorithm, the predator is modeled based on the worst solution as equation (30) demonstrates:
where P predator is the predator (a possible solution), P worst is the worst solution in the population, NC is the current iteration, while NC max is the maximum number of iterations and is the hunting rate. To model the interactions between predator and prey, equation (31) is also used and this provides the solutions to maintain a distance from the predator: Figure 10 Flow chart of the PPBBO
where d is the distance between the solution and the predator, and NC is the current iteration. 
Predatory-prey BBO for identifying controller parameters
The parameters identification of the conventional flight controller can be treated as the typical continual spatial · 2015 · 249 -259 optimization problem (Duan, 2005) . BBO is a novel way for solving this problem. BBO, which is a bio-inspired computation algorithm, can be applied to the design of flight control system to reduce the workload of conventional designer. The bounds of the control gain parameters are set, and BBO searches for the corresponding space automatically to find the optimal parameters. The process in conventional design is conducted manually, now it can be done automatically. Bio-inspired computation can be applied to promote the automation of conventional controller design (Zhang and An, 2008) . Using the proposed PPBBO algorithm to obtain the optimal parameters combination for the UCAV flight control system here, the fitness function is given by:
where x is the error between the reference states and the aircraft current states, and u is the control vector. Q and R are diagonal positive matrix. Here the weighting matrices is chosen as Q ϭ diag (80, 40, 30, 30, 30) , R ϭ diag (50, 50, 50) . The smaller J is, the better the solution is. The suitability index variables of a habitat is defined by:
where x has the constraint of Ϯ 10, which is set according to experience. The process of proposed PPBBO algorithm for solving UCAV controller parameters identification can be described with Figure 9 .
The aforementioned flow chart of the PPBBO algorithm process can also be illustrated with Figure 10 .
Experimental results and platform
To investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed PPBBO approach for identification of UCAV controller parameters, a series of experiments are conducted under some constrained conditions. The initial parameters of both classical BBO algorithm and PPBBO in our experiments were adjusted as: 
Case 1
In this case, the parameter values are initially set to ⌬␣ ϭ 10°, ⌬␤ ϭ 10°, NC max ϭ 10, t ϭ 10 s, mach ϭ 0.7, H ϭ 3,000 m, where t is the simulating time of the controller. Comparison of the experiment results between our proposed PPBBO and the basic BBO approach are illustrated from Figure 11(a-e) . To show the improvement of our proposed method, we also compared our presented approach with the basic ABC algorithm and PSO algorithm. Figure 11(f) shows the evolution curve of the four algorithms.
The final optimal results of the minimum fitness values are shown in Table I .
As indicated in Figure 11 , as expected, the proposed algorithm performs better than the basic BBO, ABC and PSO approaches, apparently showing that our improved method can identify the parameters more stable than the other methods. Figure 11 (f) also demonstrates that the proposed algorithm can converge to the optimal solution quickly.
Case 2
In this case, the parameter values are ⌬␣ ϭ 10°, ⌬␤ ϭ 10°, NC max ϭ 10, t ϭ 10 s, mach ϭ 1.3, H ϭ 13,000 m, where t is the simulating time of the controller. Comparison of the experiment results between our proposed PPBBO and the basic BBO approach are illustrated from Figure 12(a-e) . The performances of ABC and PSO algorithm are also included in the comparative experiments.
The final optimal result of the minimum fitness values are shown in Table II .
Although the initial conditions are much different from those of Experiment 1, the improved algorithm can find the optimal solution.
From the above experimental results, it is obvious that the proposed PPBBO approach could make the UCAV controlling system have better performance than the basic BBO approach. The state feedback gain obtained according to the PPBBO can guarantee fast response, precise control and strong robustness.
Based on the UCAV model and the proposed PPBBO algorithm, we developed a software platform of UCAV controller design. The graphical user interfaces of this platform are shown in Figure 13 .
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel PPBBO algorithm for identifying parameters of UCAV flight control system is presented, which can reduce the workload of the designers during the process of designing complicated UCAV control system. In this approach, a new fitness function, which is proposed during design procedure, is proven appropriate and efficient by a series of comparative experimental results.
In the future, we will conduct further study on real-time and rapidity performance of this proposed bio-inspired computing method for the hypersonic vehicle flight control system.
